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Main concerns
This EIS proposes a facility for conventional waste processing and a facility for cement and cement 
substitution products. The two facilities would be on separated parts of Block 8. Disallowance by 
the ACT government of just one of the facilities would mean rejection of the entire EIS as the two 
facilities are presented as “integrated”.

Hi Quality’s proposed expansion into the ACT should be rejected in its entirety for reasons as 
follows:

• Hi Quality boasts to bring innovative waste processing techniques to the ACT, yet fails to
specify those techniques in spite of a pointed request to do so [1: p 195]. Likewise it fails
to specify the source of its waste when requested [1: p 184]. Waste could come from any
of Hi Quality’s existing facilities in NSW, Queensland and Victoria, and/or from anywhere.
The EIS reads as a rort in the making that may follow-on from well-exposed levy evasion
practices across the NSW-Qld border [18][19][20]. With an anticipated weight/volume of
more than 2 million tpa (1.1 million tpa in, 0.95 million tpa out [1: p ii]) this could be a rort
of considerable proportions.

• Hi Quality has no previous experience with cement products, yet it intends to import toxic
fly ash into the ACT and incorporate this as a Portland formula substitute in its cement
products. Incorporation of fly ash as a cement substitute, 25-50% in cast concrete and up
to 95% in pre-cast concrete blocks [2], is becoming common practice in the cement
industry. There is obvious potential for substantial financial gain in questionable disposal
of Australia’s highly problematic stockpile of toxic fly ash, already well over 400 million
tonnes and steadily growing [2]. Short term stability of toxic fly ash elements within cement
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products is claimed in many, mainly industry connected, studies
[12][14][15][16][21][23][24]. Longer term dangers from leaching of toxic elements and
from radiation by Naturally Occuring Radioactive Materials (NORMs), have not been
proven, have been studied little, but have been seriously cautioned about 
[3][11][21][22][25].

It is just common sense that cement, concrete and concrete products will become prone to
leaching with aging and that incorporated fly ash will become dispersed when these
products weather apart, spreading potentially toxic elements willy nilly. The ACT should
examine potential health impacts of such a ticking time bomb and formulate a preventative
policy accordingly.

Pushed by a laudable Greens initiative, the ACT government has taken a world-leading
stance in banning waste incineration from the ACT [4]. The hard-won health benefits of this
forward looking policy would be negated however, if the government would allow
continued importation of toxic fly ash produced by coal-fired power stations and other
incinerators in less-forward looking states. It would be an obvious, tragic, and entirely
preventable policy failure if the ACT government would allow further importation through
the back door of the very toxins that it has banned from production within the ACT. The
ACT has no stockpile of toxic fly ash and should be very wary of importing other states’
toxicity problems.

The ACT has gone through costly and painful removal of asbestos and may have to do so
for flammable cladding. Removal of arsenic-treated wood may be behind us, but removal
of lead paint from schools is still ongoing. Removal of toxic fly ash, weathered-out from
aging cement and from concrete products, may be nigh impossible and the ACT’s
population might have to endure potential carcinogenic exposure for generations to come.
The ACT government should head the Precautionary Principle [5] and consider a total ban
on further use of fly ash as a cement substitute within the ACT.

• Hi Quality has a poor environmental record. It has been fined no less than 23 times by the
NSW EPA between 2012 and 2017 [6]. Its first contact with the ACT EPA regarding the
present EIS [7: p 5, 15/08/2017] shortly followed on from a notable, disturbing, spike in
NSW EPA fines [6: 11 fines in less than 4 months, between 21/02/2017 and 14/06/2017].
It seems therefore that Hi Quality would have met considerable obstacles in seeking
approval within NSW for the herein proposed facilities. Hi Quality is deliberately vague in
answering a pointed question in this regard [1: p 188] – Q/A “Has NSW knocked back a
similar proposal?” , “At the time of writing we are not aware of a similar facility being ‘
knocked back’ in NSW, however we cannot know all applications that are made.
Information about NSW planning approvals may be found by contacting the NSW
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment.”.

• It seems Hi Quality is trying a foray into the ACT now that its hands may be tied in NSW
for its poor environmental record there. Yet, the natural location for the proposed facilities
would be Hi Quality’s Minda Landfill at Windellama, where it intends to transport all
refuse, up to 95,500 tpa [1: p 91]. Hi Quality already has approval to dispose up to 120,000
tpa of general solid waste at that site [1: p 91]. It makes no environmental sense to import
into the ACT large tonnages of waste from all over NSW, process the waste in the ACT and
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then transport the refuse back into NSW, but such a convoluted process may of course be
highly profitable to the company.

• Hi Quality has been able to specify down to the Ktpa level the twelve waste streams that
would make up the 1.1 million tpa of waste to be processed in the ACT [1: p 80]. Yet it has
not specified the amount of waste that would be collected within the ACT and what amount
within NSW and from where in NSW. This again in spite of a pointed questions to that
regard [1: p 184] – Q/A “I would also like to have definition of, “Surrounding Regional
Areas”. Does this include the Sydney area?”, “With regards to the question of defining
“surrounding regional areas”, a strict definition of what regions are included in the
transportation of materials to and from the Site is not defined as this is based on
commercial arrangements and operational contingency. It is anticipated that waste will
predominantly be sourced from within the local ACT region.”. The reply “Local ACT
region” is just as vague and undefined as the questioned “Surrounding Regional Areas”.
A likewise vague answer is provided to a similar question  [1: pp 230-232]. Clearly, when
asked to be specific, Hi Quality does little more than hiccup some fluff. Hi-Quality’s
requirement for a 24/7 operation all year round [1: p 35] is a dead giveaway for uncontrolled
times of arrival and dispatch of long-distance, interstate, haulage.

• Hi Quality is also deliberately vague when asked to specify the source of the fly ash
intended for substitution of the Portland cement formula [1: p 195] – Q/A “How do you
propose to transport and handle the flyash identified in your concrete batching activity?
From where will it be sourced?”, “Fly ash is transported via a tanker and stored onsite in
silos. The fly ash is provided by a third-party. The source varies according to supply and
commercial arrangements.”. Hi Quality is likewise vague when asked a series of questions
regarding source, transport and handling of the fly ash that it seeks to import into the ACT
[1: pp 231-233]. These non-informative answers leave up in thin air the levels of toxicity
and radiation of to-be-imported batches of fly ash.

• Hi Quality deliberately avoids providing details on penalties issued by the NSW EPA when
pointedly asked to do so [1: p 228].

• This EIS is deliberately non-informative on crucial issues and should be rejected for that
reason alone.

Other concerns
• Hi Quality’s wood processing facility will be shredding contaminated timbers for processing

into RDF/PEF [1: pp 20, 21]. Their incineration will expose workers to the contaminants.

• The Hi Quality EIS and the CRS EIS both demonstrate a need for dedicated environmental
monitoring stations at Fyshwick and at Hume. The stations should be able to monitor PM1

and PM0.1 as these are the particles that travel the widest and can enter the bloodstream
through the lungs.

• There is scope within the IZ1 General Industrial area of Section 28 for substantial eastward
expansion of any Hi Quality operation, potentially doubling the size of the presently
proposed area of operation.
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• There is scope within Section 28 for construction of a railway shunt line and a rail terminal,
potentially opening up the ACT as the waste capital of choice for other states’ waste.

• The ACT government should review its policy on the proximity principle in regard to
import/export of waste and tighten its regulations to avoid rorting on across-border waste
levies.

• The ACT government should review its WtE policy in regard to RDF/PEF. Current
legislation bans incineration within the ACT, but allows manufacture and export of
RDF/PEF. This constitutes an obvious anomaly as the latter facilitates, if not encourages,
incineration outside the ACT. It cannot possible be the intention of the ACT’s WtE policy
to simultaneously guard ACT citizens from incineration and impose incineration on NSW
citizens. This is an amoral loophole in the current legislation that needs closing.

• The fly ash industry is fined regularly [8][9][10][13]. The ACT government should consider
whether it allows this contentious industry to become firmly established within the ACT.

• The air quality assessment [17: p 12] predicts a once-a-year breach of the maximum
allowable 24 hr PM10 pollution at the Fyshwick childcare centre. This assessment does not
take into account the potential toxicity and radiation level of any fly ash contribution.
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Addendum to submission lodged on 15/09/2020

Draft Environmental Impact Statement
Integrated Resource Recovery Facility

Section 28, Blocks 8 & 12, Fyshwick
Hi Quality ACT Pty Ltd

EIS application 201900001

Macarthur ACT 2904
e: 

Addendum lodged on 21/09/2020 at EPDCustomerServices@act.gov.au

Hi-Quality has failed to disclose in its EIS that Tranteret, the lessee of Block 8 Section 28 since 
08/06/2012, is connected directly to the Hi-Quality Group [3, p 10]. 

Tranteret (Tranteret Family Business pty ltd) and the Hi-Quality Group have the same CEO (Pat 
Hallinan) and their head offices are co-located (Elisabeth Dr/Mamre Road, Kemps Creek, NSW 
2178) [10]. Tranteret seems a shell-type company with limited turnover, $1.4 million/yr, 5 
employees [10]. Tranteret owns/leases the Bulla site (600 Sunbury Road) in Victoria and the 
Fyshwick site in the ACT. This may be its principal purpose, I have not checked ownership/lessees 
for Hi-Quality’s NSW and Qld sites.

I was not aware of the Tranteret/Hi-Quality connection till 20/09/2010. Consequently, my 
submission lodged on 15/09/2020 missed information relevant to (i) the environmental record of 
Tranteret/Hi-Quality in Victoria, and (ii) a recently awarded, major, contract for processing/disposal 
of spoils from the Melbourne Westgate Tunnel project. Processing/disposal of potentially toxic 
waste at Hi-Quality’s Bulla site is meeting fierce opposition from potentially affected residents. It 
cannot be excluded that Tranteret/Hi-Quality may aim, as fallback or preferred position, to use its 
Fyshwick site for processing and its Windellama site for disposal of toxic waste from the Westgate 
Tunnel project. Both issues (i, ii) are relevant to proper consideration of the EIS and justify, if not 
urge, inclusion of this late addendum with my initial submission.

Additional concerns regarding Hi-Quality/Tranteret:

• Tranteret was in dispute with the Victorian EPA (2011-2012) regarding accumulated unpaid
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landfill levies and consequent penalties for its Bulla site [1, p 13][2, p 31]. The dispute came 
before the Magistrate’s Court and subsequently the Supreme Court. Tranteret/Hi-Quality
was served a statutory demand by the Victorian EPA on 04/06/2012 [2, p 31] to pay the
accumulated about $ 4 million or be placed into liquidation. On 08/06/2012, 4 days later,
Tranteret obtained a lease over the Fyshwick site [3, p 10].

L’histoire se repète.
Hi-Quality received 11 penalties from the NSW EPA within less than 4 months, between
21/02/2017 and 14/06/2017 [4]. On 15/08/2017, less than 2 months later [5, p 5], Hi-Quality
approached the ACT EPA regarding development of the current EIS for the Fyshwick site
owned by Tranteret.

There seems to be a pattern of jurisdiction shopping. When Tranteret/Hi Quality runs into
trouble with a state’s EPA it aims to develop a refuge in another state/territory.

• The Victorian ( Bulla), Queensland (Yatala) and ACT (Fyshwick) sites seem to be the only
Hi-Quality/Tranteret sites that are earmarked for processing of sludges and drilling mud [6].
It is surprising that none of the other nine Hi-Quality NSW sites has been developed for
such processing.

Hi-Quality has recently landed a contract for processing/disposal of spoils from the
Melbourne West Gate Tunnel Project [7][8][9], but is meeting fierce opposition regarding
handling/disposal of potential toxic waste at its Bulla site (600 Sunbury Road). Local
residents have had to put up already with illegal disposal of asbestos at the adjacent tip (500
Sunbury Road), formerly managed by the BTQ Group with mob connections [13].  

I do not have a subscription to the Herald Sun but this is the teaser on their website [11]
“Hume kept in the dark over toxic soil plans, council says. After more than two months with
no answers from the State Government, fears continue to mount that toxic waste from the
Westgate Tunnel Project is destined for Bulla. So, what does Hume Council plan to do
next?”. There is more information on facebook [12] regarding local protests against Hi-
Quality’s potential handling at its Bulla site of toxic waste from the Westgate Tunnel
Project.

If Tranteret/Hi-Quality would be unable, or unwilling, to process/dispose of toxic spoils
from the Westgate Tunnel project at its Victorian Bulla site, then the  Fyshwick site in the
ACT and the Windellama site in NSW would be the nearest sites that Tranteret/Hi-Quality
has available for processing (Fyshwick) and disposal (Windellama). Given Hi-Quality’s
failure to specify the sources of its waste, it is entirely possible that this constitutes its
fallback position indeed. Such a convoluted route of potential toxic waste through three
states, Victoria -ACT-NSW, would severely impede any tracing thereof.

Needless to say that the above concerns further document and solidify my objection to this EIS.

Victorian EPA documentation on Supreme Court proceeding re Tranteret/Hi-Quality:
• [1, p13] Hi-Quality Quarry Products Pty Ltd (Hi-Quality) used to operate an EPA-licensed landfill
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at Sunbury Road, Bulla. The licence was suspended by EPA in October 2010. In early 2011,
the Authority commenced civil proceedings in the Magistrates' Court to recover an
accumulated total of $3,423,706.24 in unpaid landfill levy, plus penalty interest and costs.
On 5 August 2011, Hi-Quality agreed to pay all outstanding levy amounts in six instalments,
plus EPA's costs of $15,000. Only the first two instalments were paid. In December 2011,
Hi-Quality provided a guarantee to EPA via a charge over land owned by Tranteret Pty Ltd
(Tranteret).
On 4 June 2012, EPA served on both Hi-Quality and Tranteret a Corporations Act ‘statutory
demand’ for the outstanding monies. A failure to comply with that demand may result in
both companies being placed in liquidation. On 28 June 2012, Hi-Quality and Tranteret
initiated proceedings to set aside the statutory demand.

• [2, p31] Due to unpaid landfill levies worth $3,423,706.24 EPA suspended Hi-Quality Quarry
Products Pty Ltd’s (Hi-Quality) licence for its Bulla landfill between January 2011 and
November 2012. On 5 August 2011 Hi-Quality entered into an agreement signed by its
director, Patrick Hallinan, to pay all the outstanding levy amounts in six instalments plus
EPA’s costs of $15,000. Only the first two instalments were paid. In December 2011, Hi-
Quality provided a guarantee to EPA via a charge over land owned by Tranteret Pty Ltd
(Tranteret), of which Patrick Hallinan is a director.
On 4 June 2012 EPA served a ’statutory demand’ under the Corporations Act 2001 on both
Hi-Quality and Tranteret Pty Ltd. Failure to comply would have seen both companies placed
into liquidation. In November 2012 all outstanding debts were paid plus $65,000 to cover
EPA costs at a total of $4,058,631.37.
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